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Abstract—Coexistence between radar systems and low-power
broadband devices has recently become a focus of research by
regulators, industry and academic bodies, with the possibility
of sharing the 3.5 GHz band indicated by the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) in 2012. Radar bands are seen
as attractive candidates for Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA)
due to the large portion of spectrum they occupy and their
spectral occupancy being fairly low. However, the current reliance
on Geolocation Database (GL-DB) spectrum access techniques
for protecting radar systems from interference leads to large
exclusion zones and inevitably will block a great percentage of
the world population from benefiting from this spectrum. In
this paper, we analyse the adequacy of cognitive beamforming
as a technique employed by small cells to reduce caused in-
terference on radar systems and, consequently, decrease their
exclusion zones’ sizes. We start by discussing the impact the
radar systems’ antenna rotation has on the dynamics of the
interference channel and what challenges it brings to the design of
a cognitive beamforming technique with guaranteed performance.
We then propose a GL-DB-aided beamforming scheme, where a
centralized GL-DB defines an exclusion zone size matching the
cognitive beamforming capabilities of the small cell evolved Node
Basestation (eNB) querying for spectrum access. We show that
when an eNB dedicates 4 antennas to cancelling its interference to
a radar, exclusion zones can be reduced by approximately 40 km.
We also studied the degrading effect cognitive beamforming may
have on the small cells’ throughput and propose, as a solution,
an adaptive scheme that selects the best beamforming strategy to
use based on the distance between the radar and the small cell.

Keywords—Radar Bands, Beamforming, Spectrum Sharing,
Geo-location Database, Dynamic Spectrum Access, Temporal Shar-
ing, Exclusion Zone Reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rising demand for mobile data traffic and associated
spectrum scarcity issue have triggered regulators and industry
bodies’ interest on enabling spectrum sharing between distinct
radio technologies and services, as evidenced by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission (FCC) TV White Space
(TVWS) initiative [1]. Following the TVWS act, regulators
have recently turned their attention to the coexistence of radar
systems and broadband communication devices, in particular
small cells [2]. The growing interest in radar bands is a direct
consequence of the significant portion of the international
radio spectrum they currently occupy, despite their spectral
occupancy being very low in both the frequency and temporal
domains [3].

The most promising radar bands for secondary use are the
L, S and C bands between 960-1400 MHz, 2.7-3.6 GHz and
5.0-5.85 GHz, respectively. These frequencies are sufficiently

low to avoid high power consumption and high wall pene-
tration attenuation, and sufficiently high to offer considerable
spectrum for sharing. Furthermore, they are close to the cellu-
lar and ISM bands currently used for 2G/3G/4G and Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN), respectively, facilitating the
production of low-cost devices capable of using all of these
frequencies [3].

The appealing features of radar spectrum have already
led some countries to open parts of the S and C bands for
wireless broadband services [2]. The C band is currently
accommodating WLAN devices that coexist with radars on
a co-primary basis. To avoid causing harmful interference,
WLAN systems employ a rather simplistic spectrum sensing
scheme, called Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) [4][5]. In
contrast, for the 3550-3650 MHz band, the FCC has suggested
the deployment of a spectrum access authorization mechanism
that uses a Geolocation Database (GL-DB), as a primary
spectrum opportunity detection technique [2].

In spite of both DFS and GL-DB being perceived as
reliable techniques to protect radar systems, they may lead
to a large percentage of this spectrum remaining underutilized
[3]. For instance, the FCC has estimated that the use of static
exclusion zones for the protection of shipborne radar systems
would only allow approximately 40% of the US population
to benefit from the 3550-3650 MHz band [2]. To tackle this
issue, more sophisticated spectrum access techniques need to
be designed.

One of the radar exclusion zone reduction techniques
proposed in the literature is Temporal Sharing (TS) [6], [7].
It consists of a Secondary User (SU) interrupting its trans-
missions whenever a radar antenna beam is pointing in its
direction. It requires the SU to discern the main characteristics
of the radar antenna radiation and scan patterns based on
the signal level oscillations its constant motion creates. This
technique, however, is only applicable when radar systems
have predictable scan patterns, which may not be the case for
tracking, weather or modern solid-state military systems [3].

The use of cognitive beamforming may represent another
possible solution to reduce the size of exclusion zones. Con-
trary to the TVWS case, the co-location of transmitter and
receiver in most radar systems in the S band makes it safe
to assume the reciprocity of the interference channel. Under
such conditions, an SU in possession of a multi-antenna
array is able to estimate the interference channel through
blind estimation techniques and use the resulting estimate to
compute a transmit precoder that avoids interference in the
direction of the radar. In addition to the reciprocity of the
channel, another relevant characteristic of the radar bands is



that the density of Primary Users (PUs) coexisting in a certain
area is very low [3]. In practical terms, this means that the
number of antennas required by the SU to mitigate interference
to all PUs in its radio environment can be greatly reduced.
On the other hand, the dynamics of the radio environment
caused by reflecting objects and the constant motion of the
radar antenna, in association with the intrinsic limitations of
blind channel estimation techniques, may make it challenging
for an SU to keep track of the characteristics of the interference
channel and, consequently, select an appropriate precoder that
ensures the protection of the PU.

To tackle all the above issues, we propose extending the
currently preferred technique by regulators, GL-DB, to take
into account the SUs’ cognitive beamforming capabilites. This
technique, which we denote as GL-DB-aided beamforming,
comprises a centralized GL-DB informing the SUs whether
they can operate based both on their distance to the PUs
and their beamforming capabilities, which in turn depend on
the number of antennas available at the SU. The GL-DB has
here a fundamental role in enabling the multi-tier spectrum
access system specified in [2] while incorporating a level of
conservativeness in the protection of the PUs to compensate
for the lack of guarantees in the cognitive beamforming
performance. Further, we quantify the obtainable performance
gains of such a technique in terms of exclusion zone reductions
and how they may affect the throughput of SUs.

We limit the focus of this paper to the study of the
coexistence between downlink Long Term Evolution (LTE)
small cells and radar systems in terms of the interference to the
incumbents and throughput of the User Equipments (UEs). We
chose small cells as a case study based on the current interest
shown by regulators and industry in deploying these systems
in the 3.5 GHz band [2]. Downlink, in turn, also represents a
more attractive scenario for cognitive beamforming since the
LTE evolved Node Basestation (eNB) is at a fixed location,
which reduces the complexity associated to channel estimation
and beamforming computations. Taking into account that the
main role of operator-deployed small cells is to offload data
traffic from the macrocell, we consider a Phantom Cell (PhC)
scenario [8]. In PhC scenarios the control channel and a
great portion of the Reference Signalling (RS) transmission is
carried out by a macrocell operating in the licensed spectrum.
One of the clear advantages of the PhC approach for cognitive
beamforming is that it reduces the amount of eNB RS which
must be transmitted omnidirectionally to all UEs and would,
consequently, cause interference to the PUs.

Several papers have applied beamforming as an interfer-
ence mitigation technique in Cognitive Radio (CR) scenarios.
In [9], the authors describe a real-time implementation of a
zero-forcing cognitive beamforming scheme, for the particular
case when both the PU and SU are Time Division Duplex-
ing (TDD) LTE systems. However, the SU was defined as
fully aware of the PU specifications and configurations, and
time synchronized with the PU TDD frames, which is not
a realistic assumption in our sharing scenario. In [10], the
authors tackle the issues of imperfect channel estimations that
result from the use of blind techniques and multiple PUs,
and propose a method to calculate the optimal times the
CRs should dedicate to estimation and data transmission. The
interference channels to each PU were considered non time-

varying, making it not applicable in our scenario. In [11]–
[14], the authors also address the effect of imprecise channel
state information by adding a circular or elliptical error region
to each SU’s channel estimate. The precoder solutions were
then obtained through optimization tools in [11], [12], [14] and
iterative methods in [13] for the worst case scenarios. Applying
these schemes in our sharing scenario, however, would require
dimensioning very large error regions, considering the fast
rotation and directivity of the radar antenna and the sparsity
in time between blind channel estimation procedures, which
would significantly reduce their performance at cancelling
interference or maximizing the SUs’ throughput. Moreover, the
proposed algorithms are computationally complex, requiring
optimization tools or iterative methods and applying adaptive
power allocation, which can be impractical or difficult to
implement in general LTE networks. The employment of
multiple antenna techniques for spectrum sharing between
radar and cellular systems has already been proposed in
[15], [16]. However, these papers focus on the shaping of
the beamforming pattern at the radar system, a solution that
would not be possible to apply in the already deployed, more
rudimentary radar systems. Moreover, the high density of LTEs
systems that the 3.5 GHz band may accommodate in the future
makes this approach very challenging to implement.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized next,

• Proposal of GL-DB-aided beamforming, as an exten-
sion to the current spectrum access system suggested
by the FCC for the 3.5 GHz band.

• Formulation and simulation of a beamforming-aware
spectrum sharing scenario framework between a small
cell LTE system and a radar system, which, to the
best of our knowledge, has not yet been done. The
improvements in terms of reduced exclusion zones and
throughput of a small cell are shown.

• Analysis and proposal of an appropriate path loss
and fading model to characterize the link between the
radar and a small cell. These models have to take into
account the impact of the curvature of the Earth, which
is non-negligible when considering distances over 25
km, and the strong, fast variations of the channel
created by the radar antenna rotation and reflectors
scattered around the environment.

• Proposal of a Zero-Forcing Beam Forming (ZFBF)-
based precoding scheme that addresses the issue of
the eNB being unable to jointly keep track of the
interference channel state variations in a timely man-
ner and maximize its Downlink (DL) throughput.
While complying to this scheme, the eNB’s precoder
calculations rely on several past interference channel
estimates rather than only the most recent one.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present the considered spectrum sharing system model.
Section III is dedicated to the description of the modelling and
assumptions we considered for the channel between the PU and
SUs. In Section IV, we propose our beamforming technique
and explain how it handles the challenges associated to the
studied scenario. In Section V, we provide a description of
the simulation scenario and the results obtained to corroborate
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Fig. 1. Spectrum sharing between phantom cell and radar system.

our analysis. The main conclusions are drawn and the future
work is proposed in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 illustrates the sharing scenario under analysis. It
comprises a radar system operating as PU, at a distance dEIC

from an LTE small cell composed of an eNB and K UEs,
operating as SUs. The channel between the eNB and each
UE k is represented by the transfer matrix HUEk

, while the
channel between the eNB and the radar, denoted as Effective
Interference Channel (EIC), is represented by the matrix HEIC.

The radar system is equipped with a single cross-polarized
directional antenna with a 3-D linear radiation pattern g (φ, θ)
that is used to transmit pulses and receive the resulting echoes
in the azimuth and elevation angles φ and θ, respectively. In
order to scan the environment in more than one dimension,
the radar mechanically rotates its antenna over time following
a specific scan pattern (φ, θ)(t). We denote as (φ0, θ0) the
direction within the (φ, θ)(t) sequence where the interference
between the eNB and the radar is maximal, possibly when
the radar main beam is pointing directly at the eNB. Without
loss of generality, in this paper, we only focus on the case
where the radar antenna just rotates in azimuth and, therefore,
θ(t) = θ0.

The secondary network comprises a Frequency Division
Duplexing (FDD) LTE small cell eNB and the UEs which
it serves. The secondary DL channel frequency coincides with
the radar frequency of operation, while its Uplink (UL) channel
operates in another band – possibly within licensed spectrum.
The eNB utilizes a half-wavelength spaced uniform linear
antenna array with Nt elements, each element modelled as
a dipole. The UEs in turn are equipped with a cross-polarized
array of Nr dipole antennas.

For the narrowband case, the radar system receives samples
from the radio environment, in particular from the eNB, which
can be represented as follows

y = HEICws+ z (1)

where s ∈ C is the eNB’s transmitted sampled signal,
HEIC ∈ C

1×Nt is the instantaneous transfer matrix of the EIC,
w ∈ C

Nt×1 are the eNB’s precoding weights, and z ∈ C

is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) at the radar
of variance σ2

0
. Considering that the same set of antennas

is utilized by the radar for transmission and reception, and
by the eNB for DL transmission and channel estimation, the
reciprocity of the EIC is always assumed.

When in possession of an EIC estimate ĤEIC, the eNB
may apply ZFBF which can, in theory, cancel completely the
interference toward the PU. However, the limited performance
of blind estimation algorithms, especially in low Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) scenarios when the radar antenna is point-
ing in another direction, and the short decoherence time of the
channel caused by the radar antenna’s fast rotation create a
mismatch between the estimated and real EIC matrices, rep-

resented as ∆ = ĤEIC −HEIC. In such cases, the interference
on the radar Iradar can be calculated as follows,

Iradar = E

[
‖HEICwZF‖2

]
= E

[
‖∆wZF‖2

]
(2)

where wZF are the eNB’s precoding weights after the appli-

cation of ZFBF, such that ĤEICwZF = 0. Equation (2) can
then be generalized to the broadband case, by estimating the
EIC and applying ZFBF individually on each Resource Block
(RB). We denote as an instance of interference any instant of
time when the eNB’s sum of Iradar across all its RBs exceeds
the predefined maximum INR level Iradar

max set for the considered
radar.

In this paper, we consider that the small cell eNB transmits
a single spatial stream per UE and serves one UE per RB. This
leaves the precoder with Nt−1 degrees of freedom with which
to cancel interference in up to Nt − 1 directions. The UEs,
in turn, exploit their Nr antennas to maximize their received
Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR).

III. CHANNEL MODELLING

One of the main obstacles we faced during the study of the
coexistence between radar and LTE small cells was the lack of
consensus on a path loss and fading model for simulating this
type of channels, in particular, a model that would address the
dynamics that stem from the radar antenna rotation and the
effect of the curvature of the Earth. We dedicate this section
to the discussion of what considerations and assumptions we
regarded as appropriate or realistic for the analysed scenario,
and try to corroborate them with RF measurement data taken
from other projects.

A. Path Loss Model

Typical S-band magnetron radar systems transmit very
short pulses at extremely high peak powers of around 1 MW.
This feature makes their signals detectable above the noise
floor even for distances beyond their horizon. Thus, in this
work, a path loss model that takes into account the long-range
propagation effects over a spherical Earth, such as the Irregular
Terrain Model (ITM) [17], is employed. This model was also
the one considered by the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) in its spectrum measure-
ment report for the 3.5 GHz band [18].

The ITM defines three range regions, characterized by
different path loss functions. The first and closest to the
transmitter is the Line Of Sight (LOS) region, where the
channel attenuation if fully defined by the free-space path loss.
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the path loss with the distance, according to the ITM.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the WINNER MIMO channel between two antenna
arrays.

The second is the diffraction region, characterized by the steep
increase of the path loss with the distance, due to the Earth
curvature attenuation. Finally, the troposcatter region is where
the scattering energy from tropospheric inhomogeneities starts
becoming dominant. In figure 2, we illustrate the variation of
the path loss with the distance at 3.5 GHz, for a transmitter
and receiver at 50 and 10 meters of altitude, respectively.

B. Fading Model

In this work, we employ the WINNER channel model
to generate the channel realizations between the small cell
eNB and UEs and between the eNB and the radar system
[19]. This is a geometry-based stochastic model that represents
each Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) channel transfer
matrix H between two terminals as a superposition of several
direct and reflected propagation rays, each ray with a specific
set of small scale parameters, namely delay, power, phase,
Angle of Arrival (AoA) and Angle of Departure (AoD). A
group of rays constitutes a cluster or propagation path of
diffuse parameters, modelling the reflection of a single obstacle
in the environment. The resulting channel matrix can be
represented by a linear combination of Mpath propagation paths
as illustrated in figure 3 for the case of four paths and obtained
through the following expression,

H(t; τ) =

Mpath∑

n=1

Hn(t; τ) (3)

where Hn(t; τ) is the transfer matrix of the propagation path
n for the time instant t and a delay of τ . For the Tx and Rx
antenna elements s and u respectively, the column s and row
u element of Hn(t; τ) can be defined as follows,

Hn,u,s(t; τ) =
√

Pn

Mp∑

m=1

F
Rx
u (ϕn,m)Ψn,mF

Tx
s (φn,m) ·

exp
(
jds2πλ

−1

0
sin(φn,m)

)
exp

(
jdu2πλ

−1

0
sin(ϕn,m)

)
·

exp (j2πυn,mt) δ(τ − τn,m) (4)

where Pn is the transmit power of the path n, Mp is the number
of rays per cluster, and ϕn,m, φn,m, υn,m, and τn,m the AoA,
AoD, Doppler shift, and delay of the ray m for the path n.

The matrices F
Rx
u =

[
FRx
u,V , F

Rx
u,H

]T
, F

Tx
s =

[
F Tx
s,V , F

Tx
s,H

]T
are field patterns of the Rx and Tx antenna elements u and s,
respectively in vertical and horizontal polarization, and Ψn,m

models the channel polarization effect on each ray. Finally, λ0

represents the signal wavelength, and du and ds the distances
between Rx and Tx antenna elements, respectively. For more
details on this model, we suggest reading the document [19].

An important feature of the WINNER model with regard
to the scenario under study is that it is distance and antenna
independent, meaning that the generation of each ray’s small
scale parameters, namely AoA, AoD, Doppler shift and power,
is carried out irrespective of the distance between terminals or
the antenna radiation patterns of the terminal elements. Hence,
the effect of the radar’s antenna field pattern F

radar and its
azimuth rotation over time φ(t) are only taken into account a
posteriori in the EIC transfer matrix HEIC generation through
equation 4.

For the EIC, we assume that the set of propagation paths or
clusters in the environment remains fairly constant over a full
radar antenna rotation period of Tp, as a consequence of both
the radar’s and eNB’s static positions. The main cause of the
EIC’s decoherence within this period of time is, therefore, the
sweeping motion of the radar antenna that we model through

F
radar(φ(t)) =

1√
2

[
g (φ(t), θ0)
g (φ(t), θ0)

]
(5)

where φ(t) = 2πt
Tp

is the radar antenna’s azimuth orientation

angle for the instant of time t. The EIC transfer matrix can
then be fully defined through HEIC(φ(t); τ) ∈ C

1×Nt . In
contrast, the eNB and UEs’ antennas were modelled as simple
dipoles, and the channels from the radar and eNB to the UEs
were considered time-varying, as a consequence of the UEs’
movement.

As an illustrative example, we simulated through the previ-
ously described WINNER channel model the received power
by one of the eNB’s antenna elements from the radar for a
full rotation period Tp. The resulting signal power per azimuth
plot, which we denote as Perceived Antenna Radiation Pattern
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Fig. 4. Simulated radar antenna pattern through the WINNER channel model.

Fig. 5. Measured horizontal-plane radar antenna pattern. (Reprinted with
permission from [20], p. 7, Figure 2.)

(PARP), together with the radar theoretical Antenna Radiation
Pattern (ARP), are displayed in figure 4, after normalization by
the main beam power. As can be seen, clusters, especially when
illuminated by the radar main beam, cause strong multipath
components that deviate the PARP from the ARP curve. More
importantly, these reflections will change the spatial signatures
of the EIC, namely the AoA and AoD of the dominant
propagation path over time, an effect that the eNB’s precoder
will have to take into account.

In order to compare these results with real RF measure-
ments and corroborate the adequacy of the WINNER model
as a method to simulate the EIC’s characteristics, we display
in figure 5 the measured power of a shipborne radar signal,
or PARP, for a full antenna rotation in an outdoor environ-
ment. This plot was obtained during the NTIA measurements,
described in the report [20]. We can observe, once again, the
effect of reflections through occasional bumps in the PARP,
like the one found at 260◦ caused by the ship on-board
structures, which deviate the PARP from a theoretical ARP.

IV. PROPOSED PRECODING MECHANISM

Fundamental differences can be found between the cog-
nitive beamforming scheme we propose in this section and
the one usually seen in FDD cellular systems. First, in the
analysed scenario there is no cooperation and feedback report
exchanging between the radar and the eNB, and, therefore,
the EIC characteristics have to be obtained through blind
channel estimation techniques alone. The EIC transfer ma-
trices, together with the UEs’ feedback reports, can then be
directly employed in the eNB’s precoding computations to
avoid interference with the radar, thanks to the reciprocity
of the EIC. The second distinctive feature of the scheme
employed is the way it addresses the very fast quasi-periodic
alterations of the channel over time that result from the radar
antenna’s sweeping motion.

In conventional cellular systems, for the employed pre-
coders to be timely matched to the instantaneous channel char-
acteristics, radio nodes need to perform frequent channel esti-
mation and precoding calculation procedures. The frequency at
which these estimations are performed increases proportionally
to the dynamics of the environment, namely the speed of
radio nodes and the mobility of the obstacles surrounding
them. In our particular scenario, the radar antenna’s very high
directivity and rotation speed require a constant, almost instan-
taneous adaptation by the eNB to the environment, especially
at the transition periods between being illuminated and not
by the radar’s main beam. Taking into account the limited
performance inherent to blind channel estimation techniques,
which may bring a too severe trade-off between reliability
and duration for each estimation procedure, combined with
the need to sacrifice subcarriers or periods of transmission for
channel estimation, we presume that it is unrealistic for the
eNB to adapt to the variations on the EIC in a timely manner.

In order to overcome these challenges, we propose a
beamforming scheme that does not rely on the instantaneous
EIC transfer matrix, but rather on a subset SEIC of the EIC
transfer matrices obtained in past measurements. This subset is
only updated sporadically with estimates taken at sufficiently
high SINRs, such as when the radar main beam is directly
pointing at the LTE eNB or is illuminating a dominant reflector
in the environment. Making the assumption that the group of
reflectors or clusters in the EIC path does not significantly
change over time, which is expected when both the eNB and
the radar maintain a constant position and are at a distance
from each other of several kilometres, the EIC displays some
degree of periodicity between each radar antenna full revolu-
tion and the SEIC is still valid for at least a period of time of
duration Tp.

The eNB’s operation can be divided into two stages: EIC
learning and transmission. In the first stage, the eNB obtains
several EIC transfer matrices for different instants of time
and selects the most appropriate ones to be part of SEIC. The
transmission stage then follows, where the eNB initiates the
scheduling and transmission of DL data, employing precoders
directly computed from SEIC and the feedback information sent
by its attached UEs.

Intuitively the more antennas the eNB dedicates to can-
celling the channels contained in SEIC, which number we de-
note as Nch ∈ N, the less interference it will cause to the radar.
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Fig. 6. Exclusion zones sizes for different number of antennas dedicated to
cancelling the EIC.

On the other hand, the use of such “offline” beamforming,
where the instantaneous EIC channel is usually not available
to the eNB, can provide few guarantees regarding its caused
interference not exceeding the specified radar’s Iradar

max level. To
overcome this problem, we propose the use of a GL-DB that,
based on the distance between the eNB and the radar, defines
what is the minimum number of antennas Nch the eNB should
employ, so that the probability of the caused interference being
above Iradar

max is below a specified value p. As a result, the radar
will have different exclusion zone sizes, each set for a specific
minimum Nch value, starting in 0 where beamforming is not
required, and ending in the no transmission zone for which
beamforming cannot avoid interference to the radar. These
zones are illustrated in figure 6.

A. Selection of the EIC Estimates

Suppose that in an initial stage, for a time interval [0, T ],
where T is equal or higher than Tp, the eNB is in silent mode,
and obtains and stores the following EIC matrices,

HEIC(nTstep; τ), n = 0, 1, · · · ,
⌊

T

Tstep

⌋
(6)

where Tstep is the time interval between consecutive channel
estimations. The EIC matrices are then converted into fre-
quency domain, obtaining multiple RB channels hEIC[n, f ] ∈
C

1×Nt , each corresponding to a specific time nTstep and RB
frequency f . For simplicity of exposition, and without loss of
generality, we consider one single RB frequency from now on
and denote the corresponding RB channel matrix as hEIC[n].

Following the EIC estimation stage, the eNB selects Nch =
|SEIC| of all the estimated EIC matrices hEIC[n], based on their
contribution to the interference to the radar. This selection
mechanism, described in algorithm 1, consists of a successive
Zero-Forcing (ZF) mechanism, where HS ∈ C

|SEIC|×Nt is a
matrix with the selected EIC matrices concatenated.

We consider out of the scope of this paper to analyse the
method and performance of the signal processing mechanism
employed by the eNB to obtain hEIC[n]. Taking into account
that only the hEIC[n] with considerably high SNR are chosen
through the algorithm 1, and that these SNR levels are way
above the noise floor even at the border of the radar exclusion
zone according to [6], [7], we assume that the uncertainty in
the estimation of all the channels in SEIC is zero.

Once the EIC channel learning stage is finished and the
first SEIC is obtained, the eNB enters transmission mode and

Algorithm 1 Algorithm employed to select the set of channels
SEIC that are going to be zero-forced by the eNB.

Set Nch ∈ {0, 1, ..., Nt − 1}
J[n] = ‖hEIC[n]‖2, for n = 0, · · · ,

⌊
T

Tstep

⌋

HS = [·]
for i = 0 to Nch do
nmax = argmax

n
J [n]

HS =

[
HS

hEIC[nmax]

]

Z = null{HS}
J [n] = ‖hEIC[n]Z‖2, for n = 0, · · · ,

⌊
T

Tstep

⌋

end for

starts sending data to its attached UEs. During this mode, the
eNB may still keep updating its SEIC with new EIC estimates
to account for long term changes in the EIC related to the
movement of reflectors or clutter. However, we leave this
analysis on the dynamics of the EIC out of this paper.

B. Precoder Weights Calculation

To avoid interference with PUs, the eNB’s precoding vector
to the UE k at the instant of time n, denoted as wk[n], has to
abide to the following equation,

Gk[n]wk[n] = I0 (7)

Gk[n] is a (Nch +1)×Nt matrix that combines the UE k
and selected EIC channels and can be expressed as,

Gk[n] =

[
HS

hUEk
[n]

]
(8)

where hUEk
[n] ∈ C

1×Nt is the channel gain vector estimated,
quantized and fedback by the UE k and available at the eNB
before the instant of time n. The matrix I0, in turn, is defined
as follows,

I0 =

[
0Nch×1

1

]
(9)

The precoder vector wk[n] for each RB is then obtained
through the pseudo-inverse of Gk[n] as follows,

wk[n] =
(
G

H
k [n]Gk[n]

)−1

G
H
k [n]I0 (10)

C. Adaptive Beamforming Scheme

Figure 7 illustrates a possible beamshape of an eNB, when
Nch is set to 2. Intuitively, the more channels the eNB tries
to cancel as a way to reduce the radar’s exclusion zone size,
the lower its cell coverage will become. For instance, if the
eNB decided to cancel the H2 path by increasing Nch to 3,
UE2 would have its SINR significantly reduced. In case a
Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling algorithm is adopted rather
than a rate maximization one, the eNB is incentivized to serve
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Fig. 7. Illustration of a small cell’s possible array radiation pattern, when
cancelling 2 EIC realizations.

all UEs, and, consequently, the small cell total throughput will
drop.

In order to maximize the throughput while ensuring the
protection of the radar, we propose the use of an Adaptive
Cognitive Beamforming (ACB) mechanism, where the eNB
always selects the minimum Nch recommended by the GL-DB.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we assess the performance of our proposed
beamforming techniques in terms of radar exclusion zone
reduction and the resulting impact on opportunistic small cell
throughput within the previously excluded regions. The results
were obtained using the Matlab-based Vienna LTE System-
Level simulator [21] with modifications we implemented to
allow for radar node operation, as outlined throughout this
paper.

A. Simulation Scenario Description

The main parameters regarding the propagation model used
and technical specifications of the small cell are summarized
in table I. To model the pathloss within the small cell we use
the Dual Slope model which applies one pathloss exponent
up to a certain distance from the small cell (considered the
indoor region) and one beyond it (the outdoor region). These
two pathloss exponents are taken from the 3GPP dense HeNB
(femtocell) deployment modelling guidelines, namely cases 3
(indoor) and 4 (outdoor) from [22, table 6].

The radar system’s parameters, in turn, are identical to
the ones considered for the magnetron radar analysed in the
NTIA measurement report [18] and are summarized in table
II. Both the pathloss and fading model employed for the EIC
are characterized in section III. Our radar frequency response
approximates the one displayed in the NTIA measurement
report [20, figure 5] and the antenna radiation pattern mask
we employ is that suggested by ITU-R in [5]; this has a -3 dB
beamwidth of approximately 1◦.

Our simulations were performed as a series of snapshots
over which a number of parameters were varied. These were:
the distance between the radar and eNB dEIC, the number
of channels nulled by the eNB precoder Nch, and the radar
azimuth orientation angle φ. The set of considered values

TABLE I. SMALL CELL’S SPECIFICATIONS

Parameter Value

Cell

Centre Frequency (fc) 3.5 GHz

Bandwidth of operation 5 MHz

Region of Interest (ROI) 100 m × 100 m

Propagation Model Dual Slope

Indoor Region Radius 20 m

Number of UEs 5

eNB

Location Centre of ROI

Transmit Power (Penb) 0.1 W

Number of Antennas (Nt) 4

Antenna Array Uniform Linear Array

Scheduling Algorithm Proportional Fair

UE

UE Distribution Uniform within ROI

Number of Antennas (Nr) 2

Antenna Array Cross-polarized

TABLE II. PRIMARY RADAR SYSTEM’S SPECIFICATIONS

Parameter Value

Transmit Power (Pt) 850 kW

Antenna Gain (Gt) 32 dBi

Scan Pattern Circular

Rotation Period (Tp) 4 s

Pulse Width 0.9 µs

Pulse Repetition Interval 889 µs

Centre Frequency (fc) 3.5 GHz

Maximum acceptable INR -6 dB

TABLE III. SIMULATION SNAPSHOT PARAMETER SET RANGES

Variable Parameter Possible values

Distance eNB-radar (dEIC) {1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70} km

Number of channels nullified (Nch) {0, 1, 2, 3}

Radar azimuth orientation (φ) {0◦, 10◦, ..., 350◦}

for these parameters is presented in table III. We denote
as a simulation run a group of snapshots with the same
configuration parameter set {dEIC, Nch, UEs’ positions}, but
with distinct radar azimuth orientation angles φ. To emulate
the radar antenna rotation without compromising the quasi-
periodic properties of the EIC (which were described in section
III) this channel’s paths small scale parameters (including
AoA, AoD, power, and delays) were generated only once per
simulation run. Therefore, only the EIC transfer matrix realiza-
tion will change across snapshots within the same simulation
run, due to the effect of the changing radar antenna orientation
angle. The simulations are then run for a large number of
snapshot repetitions to average out the effect of different UE
placements and channel realizations.

B. Exclusion Zone Reduction

In order to evaluate the contribution of beamforming as a
means to reduce exclusion zones’ sizes, we illustrate in figure
8 the variation of the incurred Interference to Noise Ratio
(INR) by the radar with the distance for the no beamforming
regime (Nch = 0), and the beamforming regimes with different
numbers of cancelled channels (Nch ∈ {1, 2, 3}). The plotted
values correspond to the maximum INR value across all
snapshots or radar antenna orientation angles, averaged over
multiple simulation runs. In dashed line, we represent the
maximum acceptable INR level of the considered radar (Iradar

max ),
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Fig. 8. Maximum INR incurred by the radar across all possible azimuth
orientation angles for different distances and number of cancelled channels
Nch.

set to -6 dB as recommended in [20]. For each distance, we
also display the 99 % prediction intervals, whose upper bounds
are what we use to define the exclusion zones’ radius.

As predicted, increasing Nch leads to a significant reduction
of the exclusion zones, whose radius goes from above 60
km for the no beamforming case (Nch = 0) to below 30
km for Nch = 3. The Nch = 3 regime can keep its mean
interference level below Iradar

max even for distances lower than 5
km, which evinces the conservativeness inherent to the use of
the proposed GL-DB scheme, based on prediction intervals.
These results also make us predict that by employing more
antennas, or a more robust precoder calculation scheme with
less variance in its caused interference, an exclusion zone
radius lower than 5 km may be achievable in this scenario.

We believe that the curves shown are conservative, as they
were obtained using the theoretical path loss model defined
by NTIA in [18]. The field test reported in [23] demonstrates
that the combination of clutter and building losses are able to
decrease radar systems’ exclusion zones by more than 20 km.
It is not, however, fully clear how a GL-DB would take these
propagation phenomena into account in its design.

C. Throughput of the small cell

In figure 9, the variation of the total throughput of the cell
with distance is displayed for the no beamforming regime,
beamforming, TS and ACB regimes, while complying to the
Iradar
max constraint. For the TS case, this constraint means that

the eNB, by virtue of the reciprocity and periodicity of the
EIC, can predict in advance and interrupt its transmissions for
the angles or instants when the radar signal level exceeds the
specified sensing threshold. No overhead that may result from
the rescheduling of transmissions or performance limitations
from the sensing scheme were considered during the plotting
of the TS performance curve. In contrast, for the beamforming
regimes, the Iradar

max constraint is met by consultation of the
GL-DB, which defines different exclusion zones’ sizes for
different Nch values, as illustrated in figure 6. The exclusion

TABLE IV. MAXIMUM CONNECTION INTERRUPTION INTERVAL FOR

DIFFERENT DISTANCES, WHEN EMPLOYING TS

dEIC (km) 1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Tmax
i (s) 3.99 3.86 3.45 2.21 1.62 0.81 0.24 0.07 0.003

radii were obtained directly from the simulation results shown
in figure 8, by comparing the 99 % prediction intervals’ upper
bound values with Iradar

max for each distance. Taking into account
the limitations of the Vienna Simulator as a tool to abstract
the LTE link layer, no analysis was performed regarding the
impact of the radar interference on the eNB’s control channel.

Figure 9 shows that, as expected, dedicating more degrees
of freedom of the eNB’s antenna array to zero forcing the
EIC has a degrading effect on the rate of the cell, since it
reduces the degrees of freedom available to the eNB’s precoder
computation scheme to maximize UEs’ SINR. This cost is
alleviated to a certain extent by the ACB approach, which
selects the best Nch value, i.e., the one that maximizes the
throughput while meeting the Iradar

max constraint. Similar results
are expected to be obtained for different radar rotation periods,
as the time average of the interference and throughput are
functions of the radar antenna gain and beamwidth rather than
its sweep speed.

TS provided slightly better results than beamforming over-
all, except for the distance of 30 and 40 km. This curve
was, however, obtained in a very idealistic scenario, where
no safety margins are considered to account for the eNB’s
limited sensing performance or occasional loss of synchronism
with the radar antenna rotation. Such performance results are
also only meaningful when the radar has a predictable antenna
scan pattern, and, therefore, do not apply to the coexistence
with some types of weather forecast, and tracking systems [6].
Moreover, there is an aspect of connection latency associated
to TS not analysed in this plot. In general, it is expected that,
as the eNB approaches the radar system, more transmission
interruptions will occur to avoid interference with the radar
antenna lobes. We corroborate this by displaying in table IV the
eNB’s maximum interruption interval (Tmax

i ) when applying
TS for different distances, averaged over multiple simulation
runs. As can be seen, for distances up to 50 km, TS leads to
interruptions in the connection longer than 150 ms, making it
non reliable for latency-sensitive services, such as voice calls
[24]. It is also expected higher latency values as the radar
antenna rotation period increases. This can be explained by
the fact that for slow scan patterns, the radar’s time spent on
target is higher and therefore the eNB will have to interrupt
its transmission for longer time intervals.

We would also like to highlight that the TS and beamform-
ing solutions are not competing ones. For instance, in scenarios
with higher densities of PUs, both techniques can complement
each other by focusing on avoiding interference to separate
radar systems. Moreover, a combination of the two could be
seen as an attractive solution to improve the throughput and
reduce latencies at shorter distances; however, we leave that
analysis as future work.

The results show, nevertheless, that while both TS and
GL-DB-aided beamforming schemes provide strong contri-
butions to increasing the number of spectrum opportunities
in radar spectrum, they may come with a cost in terms of
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Fig. 9. Small Cell’s DL throughput over distance for different Nch values.

throughput. This cost should be taken into account by small
cell systems when choosing whether to operate on these bands
when close to coastal areas or on others with more reliable
QoS.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analysed the benefits of cognitive beam-
forming schemes when assisted by a database as a way to
reduce the currently stipulated exclusion zone sizes for radar
systems and enable more efficient spectrum sharing in the
3.5 GHz band. We make the case that these bands offer an
exceptional scenario for the employment of cognitive beam-
forming techniques, due to the limited number of PUs they
accommodate, and the absence of hidden terminal problems,
contrarily to the TVWS case. We provide an analysis of
the effect a radar antenna’s fast motion has on the channel
between the radar and a small cell, and what type of challenges
this phenomenon may raise in the design of the cognitive
beamforming scheme.

We proposed the implementation of a ZFBF scheme that
smartly selects and cancels a subset of the EIC transfer matri-
ces an LTE eNB estimated in the past. The simulation results
show the efficacy of the scheme, reducing radar exclusion
zones from more than 60 km to less than 30 km. We compare
these results with TS and the no beamforming regimes, and
analyse the costs associated with the use of several antennas
for cognitive beamforming in terms of throughput to the UEs.
To tackle this issue, we propose a distance-based adaptive
mechanism, where the eNB employs the optimal beamforming
mode following the recommendations of a GL-DB.

As future work, we envision the extension of the proposed
ZFBF algorithm to another scheme more robust to channel
estimation uncertainties, created by the radar antenna fast
motion. We also plan to corroborate the resulting system-
level simulation results and prove the viability of the proposed
techniques and adequacy of the channel model with RF mea-
surements and real-time experimentation. In order to do so, a
physical layer implementation of the blind channel estimation

mechanism and proposed beamforming techniques is required,
which will then be integrated in an LTE-like network.
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